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Lots of slow cooker recipes Obviously self published..actually? Beware - This book ought to be
named a "Pot filled with Mistakes" A few Notable Mistakes: "Vegetarian" chapter includes: "Easy
Winter Veggie Soup" made out of Chicken Broth; One Star the hard cover may be good however
the kindel version is a pain making your way around Did Not Desire A Slow Cooker Recipe Book
Many, many quality recipes are really just Slow Cooker quality recipes included because many
instapots have that feature. All the recipes I was initially thinking about making were based on
Crock pots, and I did not obtain an instapot to prepare meals for 8 hours. Very disappointed with
this item This cookbook is almost nothing what I thought it would be. There is absolutely no
rhyme or cause how it’s come up with and I found the recipes extremely complex with some
ingredients I’ve never even heard of. I would return this book if it didn’t cost half the worthiness
to do so, therefore I will wear it as shelf to collect dust. Extremely disappointed with this item,
Delicious If you are reading this review understand that this publication overproduces with
regards to the amount of value put into one book. The yummy gradual cooker potato recipe was
my favorite I made so far and plan on making as much as possible! Gift to myself Have not used
my quick pot yet but this reserve will likely be correct there when I really do. Two Stars Not a
very good cookbook. Not really detailed so far as using a instapot. I like this book but-- I
expected more instant recipes about a third of this book is slow food preparation and doesn't
help me at all. Four Stars Plenty of recipe suggestions for a fresh instant pot consumer. The
recipes are good but not what I anticipated. Steamed Kale with Bacon; Creamy Coconut Pumpkin
Curry contains 2 poultry breasts.. At least half the dishes are for utilizing the insta pot in slower
cookwe mode. I have many slow cooker recipes and I didn't expect therefore many in this book. I
am going to make an effort to make every dish featured in this book. Good qi Excellent book A
Publication For My Instant Pot This is actually the first book I bought for my new Instant Pot that
I simple love. The book seems like a combined up bunch of dishes with some confusing and
missing directions. So far I have only made one dish and can be was absolutely wonderful. A
whole lot of details and well presented. I have enough crockpot recipes. Somebody went to
plenty of difficulty to list the calorie consumption etc about the dish. I am happy with this book.
True that this book does not have any pictures, but if you're a foodie you only need to read the
instructions to get the picture. The produce of the pot did not include this material. Check it out
you will like it.Be sure of everything you are ordering there are plenty of slow cooking quality
recipes in this book.. I still desire it had photos. I needed insta pot recipes Five Stars The best
recipes soft, tender, and tasty. Five Stars Great recipes.
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